Rebound spiking properties of medial entorhinal cortex (mEC) stellate cells induced by inhibition may underlie their functional properties in awake behaving rats, including the temporal phase separation of distinct grid cells and differences in grid cell firing properties. We investigated rebound spiking properties using whole cell patch recording in entorhinal slices, holding cells near spiking threshold and delivering sinusoidal inputs, superimposed with realistic inhibitory synaptic inputs to test the capacity of cells to selectively respond to specific phases of inhibitory input. Stellate cells showed a specific phase range of hyperpolarizing inputs that elicited spiking, but non-stellate cells did not show phase specificity. In both cell types, the phase range of spiking output occurred between the peak and subsequent descending zero crossing of the sinusoid. The phases of inhibitory inputs that induced spikes shifted earlier as the baseline sinusoid frequency increased, while spiking output shifted to later phases. Increases in magnitude of the inhibitory inputs shifted the spiking output to earlier phases. Pharmacological blockade of h-current abolished the phase selectivity of hyperpolarizing inputs eliciting spikes. A network computational model using cells possessing similar rebound properties as found in vitro produces spatially periodic firing properties resembling grid cell firing when a simulated animal moves along a linear track. These results suggest that the ability of mEC stellate cells to fire rebound spikes in response to a specific range of phases of inhibition could support complex attractor dynamics that provide completion and separation to maintain spiking activity of specific grid cell populations.
a b s t r a c t
Rebound spiking properties of medial entorhinal cortex (mEC) stellate cells induced by inhibition may underlie their functional properties in awake behaving rats, including the temporal phase separation of distinct grid cells and differences in grid cell firing properties. We investigated rebound spiking properties using whole cell patch recording in entorhinal slices, holding cells near spiking threshold and delivering sinusoidal inputs, superimposed with realistic inhibitory synaptic inputs to test the capacity of cells to selectively respond to specific phases of inhibitory input. Stellate cells showed a specific phase range of hyperpolarizing inputs that elicited spiking, but non-stellate cells did not show phase specificity. In both cell types, the phase range of spiking output occurred between the peak and subsequent descending zero crossing of the sinusoid. The phases of inhibitory inputs that induced spikes shifted earlier as the baseline sinusoid frequency increased, while spiking output shifted to later phases. Increases in magnitude of the inhibitory inputs shifted the spiking output to earlier phases. Pharmacological blockade of h-current abolished the phase selectivity of hyperpolarizing inputs eliciting spikes. A network computational model using cells possessing similar rebound properties as found in vitro produces spatially periodic firing properties resembling grid cell firing when a simulated animal moves along a linear track. These results suggest that the ability of mEC stellate cells to fire rebound spikes in response to a specific range of phases of inhibition could support complex attractor dynamics that provide completion and separation to maintain spiking activity of specific grid cell populations.
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Introduction
Layer II stellate cells of the medial entorhinal cortex (mEC) display a number of well-studied cellular properties, including subthreshold membrane potential oscillations (Alonso & Llinás, 1989; Klink & Alonso, 1993) , membrane potential resonance (Erchova, Kreck, Heinemann, & Herz, 2004; Giocomo, Zilli, Fransén, & Hasselmo, 2007; Haas & White, 2002) and periodic spatial firing in vivo (Domnisoru, Kinkhabwala, & Tank, 2013; Schmidt-Hieber & Häusser, 2013) that could contribute to the firing of entorhinal neurons in a grid cell pattern (Hafting, Fyhn, Molden, Moser, & Moser, 2005) . The intrinsic properties of stellate cells show increases in membrane potential oscillation period along the dorsal-to-ventral (D/V) axis of the mEC (Boehlen, Heinemann, & Erchova, 2010; Giocomo & Hasselmo, 2008a,b; Giocomo et al., 2007) that resemble the increasing gradient of grid cell firing field size and spacing (Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini et al., 2006) . Similarly, the intrinsic spiking frequency of grid cells measured by autocorrelograms differs along the D/V axis and shows changes with running speed (Jeewajee, Barry, O'Keefe, & Burgess, 2008) . These experimental data have encouraged the use of oscillatory dynamics to model grid cell properties in a class of models termed oscillatory interference models (Blair, Welday, & Zhang, 2007; Burgess, Barry, Jeffery, & O'Keefe, 2005; Burgess, Barry, & O'Keefe, 2007; Hasselmo, Giocomo, & Zilli, 2007; Blair, Gupta, & Zhang, 2008; Burgess, 2008) that could link intrinsic cellular properties to grid cell properties.
Another class of grid cell models, termed continuous attractor dynamic models, focuses on synaptic interactions between neurons that could interact with intrinsic properties. Attractor dynamic models use symmetric recurrent network connections to generate grid cell firing patterns, and use differences in
